NABA Explains

Invariably there will be times when someone will ask you what line of work you are in. As a NABA member we believe this is a unique opportunity to educate on the merits of our time honored profession.

The truth is that Bail Agents provide an invaluable service to the communities in which they operate.

- Bail Agents provide swift liberty to the accused throughout the USA in accordance with one's 8th amendment right to bail
- Bail Agents are invaluable liaisons between family members & the accused to insure a pathway to important services such as drug treatment & mental health services
- Bail Agents monitor an accused & their mandated appearances to the Order of The Court
- Bail Agents insure that an accused is present at all court dates ensuring that the prosecution does not have to sentence in absentia
- Bail Agents ensure that a victim has his/her day in court which provides the family the ability to read aloud the all important “victims impact statement” to the court
- Bail Agents provide secured release to an accused person without discrimination
  www.nationalassociationofbailagents.com